The roles of amensalistic and commensalistic interactions in large ecological network stability
Extreme interactions where one sign is close to zero (nearly unilateral interaction) in each interaction community were examined. In predator-prey communities the correlation of pairwise interactions E(JijJji) ( j i  ) becomes zero and C = C/2. The stability condition then changes to:
This indicates that asymmetry of interaction strengths in predator-prey communities [(+ 0) or (−0)] destabilizes the system, because the stability condition is more restrictive in (S2) than in (S1-a). For example, assuming that X follows a normal distribution n(0, σ 2 ), then
. In this case, the stability conditions of competitive communities without or with asymmetrical interaction signs are respectively given by the following inequalities (note that the second terms in the left-hand side of inequalities are negligible for the larger N):
This indicates that asymmetry of interaction strengths in competitive communities stabilizes the system, because the stability condition is wider in (S4-b) than in (S4-a). These results support the numerical simulations in the main text (Fig 1) .
Communities with unilateral interactions
Consider the systems with only unilateral interactions (pu = 1). For randomly connected community with
, E(Jij) = 0 and CN >> 1, the stability condition is given by:
[1]. In applying this stability condition to the present model, I assumed a random network with sufficient complexity (CN >> 1). Parameters and species abundance are set constant (cij = c, Aij = a, Xi * = X * and si = s). I further assumed that it holds that c = pCo(1 -pCo) so that E(Jij) = 0. The diagonal elements are given
Given that pCo is not too close to one or zero, the off-diagonal elements are: 
Communities with all interaction types
By extending the analysis of Allesina and Tang, [1] one can derive a stability criteria for communities comprised of all interaction types [2] . Given certain assumptions, the stability criteria can be defined as:
where 
Noe that pa, pm, pc, pCo, and pAm are the proportion of antagonistic, mutualistic, competitive, commensalistic, and amensalistic interactions within a community, respectively.
To compare the stability of communities with only reciprocal interactions and only unilateral interactions, two extremes are considered, communities with only reciprocal interactions pu  0 and those with only unilateral interactions pu  1 as well as communities with perfectly balanced interaction types (pa= pm= pc and pCo = pAm). In both cases, rs = 0 although re is different in each extreme (pu  0 and pu  1):
This clearly indicates that communities with unilateral interactions are more stable than those with reciprocal interactions. It was also confirmed that communities with an unbalanced proportion of interaction types showed same tendency (see Fig 3 in the main text).
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